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FOREWORD 

MRRP -- Rough Draft 
August 11, 1993 

This is a rough draft of the Mission Readiness Rehearsal Plan (MRRP) that I am releasing to 
limited distribution for initial review and comments. As usual I have done the easiest parts first 
so you will see a lot of "pulls" form other documents. I have added asterisks to those sections 
that are really new and require some review. This draft is being released to get guidance and 
criticism early so I will have time to correct the fmal draft due out in late August. I am looking 
for the following information: Have I forgotten anything important? Is the MRRP in sufficient 
detail? Is the schedule reasonable? Have we defmed enough rehearsals? 

While I welcome detailed comments and corrections I am really looking for a higher level of 
review - more of a midcourse correction -- for the rough draft. I am providing the following 
section-by-section summary to guide you in your review. The sections that have an asterisk by 
them denote new material. 

Section 1.0 Introduction - Most of this is "boiler plate" but I have added a whole section 1.3 * on 
terminology to help clarify the plan. 

Section 2.0 Reference Documentation - The usual stuff. 

Section 3.0 Overview - This is essentially Don's memo baselining the rehearsal process. I have 
added new phase (Phase 7)* for post-launch rehearsals. 

Section 4.0- The Rehearsal Process- This is a modified version of section 7.0 of the Mission 
Operations Plan that described the "generic" rehearsal process . 

. Section 5.0. Roles and Re~ponsibilities- I need to put together an "organization" chart which is 
TBD. I'll send a strawman to Don this week. The rest of the section is simply a list of key 
people. 

Section 6.0 Facilities - This a recap of the DSPSE facilities needed to support the rehearsals. 
This is mostly drawn from the CDR and the Mission Operations Plan. 

Section 7.0 Compatibility Test Requirements. This section is so rough right now that I am not 
including it in this draft. I am trying to clearly state what we require of each interface and 
element in order to start the rehearsal process. I am also trying NOT to specify how to conduct 
the test but rather what we need to be tested so we can carry on with the rehearsals. I'll send a 
strawman to Pattie this week for her comment. 

Section 8.0* This section provides a list of the "formal" rehearsals in detail. These are the ones 
that will require a script and plan for conducting the simulation. The phrase "TBS - awaiting 
information" is used for those sections that I have asked for inputs but have not received any as 
of today. The other sections marked TBS are those that I just haven't gotten to yet. 

Section 9 .0* Is a brief set of requirements for the plans and scripts that will support each 
rehearsal 

Section 10.0* - Sets the rehearsals out on a schedule. I need feed-back on this. In the final 
document I'll put these on calendar maker. 

Distribution: R. Perram, D. Horan, P. Regeon, P. Klein, M. Goodson 
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1.0 Introduction 
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This Mission Readiness Rehearsal Plan (MRRP) contains the exercise and rehearsal descriptions, 
schedules and training requirements needed to provide realistic off-line, real-time and near real
time compatibility tests, simulations, and rehearsals of critical DSPSE operations. These 
simulations provide the training and testing required to ensure safe and reliable operations of the 
DSPSE satellite. This document covers on those rehearsals done before launch and is not 
intended to cover post launch rehearsals. 

1.1 Purpose 

The major function of the simulations is to provide training and practice to personnel involved in 
all phases of the operations of the satellite. Secondly, the simulations will exhaustively check
out all operations software, hardware, man-machine interfaces, and operational procedures 
thereby ensuring mission compatibility between all DSPSE segments. 

Prior to integrated activities, each element will be exercised using stand-alone tests and 
simulations of required support tasks. After each element is judged to be proficient with the 
stand-alone tests and simulations, element-to-element compatibility testing begins. 
Compatibility testing between elements ensures all interfaces required to support DSPSE 
operations are compatible and working. At the completion of the compatibility testing, elements 
can then practice realistic Mission Scenarios during integrated simulations and rehearsals. 
Integrated simulations and rehearsals tie together all the individual elements of the operations 
organization and GSN, verifying interfaces and conducting mission operation activities per a 
realistic support timeline. The highest level of simulation is the mission rehearsals, i.e., those 
activities which involve an external organization such as the DSPSE launch and the DSN sites. 
Simulations will be conducted within the DSPSE segments until operations management 
determines the internal operational staff is proficient. Only then will the full rehearsal, involving 
the external organization, be conducted. 

1.2 Scope 

This plan focuses on the element-to-element compatibility test requirements and joint integrated 
simulations and full rehearsal requirements. It does not cover part-task training of personnel 
within each element of each segment. This is considered the responsibility of each organization 
and are not included in this plan. This plan will address the development and m~agement of 
integrated simulations and rehearsals that are designed to provide the participants with scenarios 
that emulate real DSPSE satellite mission operations, both nominal and contingency. 

Appendix A will contain a sample rehearsal script providing an example for a specific 
simulation. 
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This section defines key terminology used throughout this document. These terms are integral in 
the definition of the rehearsal and training process and are defmed and discussed in this section 
to provide clarification in later usage. 

Experiment and Activity are generic terms that refer to any spacecraft activity such as 
calibration of sensors, adjusting the trajectory, lunar mapping, in-flight rehearsals, and the 
asteroid flyby. 

The DSPSE Mission Operations Plan (MOP) defmes the operations organization, it's 
interfaces, roles and responsibilities, and plans beginning with pre-launch simulations and 
rehearsals, launch operations, launch, Low Earth Orbit (LEO) operations, lunar transfer 
operations, lunar orbital operations, Geographos transfer operations, end game and Geographos 
flyby operations, and post flyby operations. 

Activity Operations Plans (AOPs) document the most detailed level of planning for the DSPSE 
mission. An AOP provides the timeline, the sequence of commands, and identifies constraints 
and requirements for executing each activity. The AOP provides the complete timeline for the 
activity starting with identifying the initial interaction with the spacecraft to transmit information 
to the spacecraft, and ending with the transmission of data from the spacecraft after the activity 
and the collection of necessary ancillary data, such as precise orbit information, from other 
sources. The AOP identifies desired subsystem parameters, e. g. voltages, accelerometer data, 
quaternions, temperatures, etc., to be stored or sent in the telemetry stream, the sampling rates 
for these parameters, and the starting and ending times for the collection of these parameters at 
various rates. 

Part-task Training refers to training on the use of particular software or hardware to support the 
mission. Examples of part -task training include training on the operation of the VAX computers 
in each ground station, operation of the Ground Station Image Processor, or operation of the 
mission planning tools needed to replan the mission. Our rehearsal planning does not cover part
task training and assumes that all such training will be done at the lowest organizational level in 
each operational element. 

Mission Exercises are stand-alone exercises for a particular mission element. These exercises 
are non-real time and focus on each elements detailed concept of operations and interfaces with 
the internal and external interfaces as well. The objective is to determine procedural 
discrepancies or problems as early as possible so they can be fixed before the detailed tests, 
simulations and rehearsals. These exercises consist of a non-real-time walk-through of each 
tasks and interface using a typical mission scenario such as the Til burn, SRM observation, etc .. 

Stand-Alone Tests are performed prior to compatibility testing. Each element will be exercised 
using stand-alone tests and simulations of required support tasks. As with part-task training, the 
stand-alone tests are the responsibility of each operational element. 

Compatibility Tests cover the comprehensive testing of each interface. After each element is 
judged to be proficient with the stand-alone testing, element-to-element compatibility testing 
begins. Compatibility testing between elements ensures all interfaces required to support DSPSE 
operations are compatible and working. These tests will consist of hardware, software and 
procedural testing. For example, the DSN will receive command data from the DMOC using a 
NRZ-M format. The compatibility testing for this interface will verify that the DMOC has 
correctly formulated the data, that a successful transmission to the DSN has taken place and that 
DSN can uplink executable commands to the spacecraft using the transmitted command data. 

I 
Integrated Simulations are started after the completion of the:compatibility testing. 
Simulations will be conducted within the DSPSE segments until operations management 
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determines the internal operational staff is proficient. Only then will integrated simulations 
involving external organizations be conducted. During the integrated simulations elements will 
practice realistic Mission Scenarios. The Integrated simulations , involve external organizations 
such as the DSN, AFSCN, bringing together all the individual elements of the operations 
organization and the ground systems network (GSN). These simulations conduct mission 
operation activities per a realistic support timeline. 

Rehearsals are the highest level of mission operations simulation. These activities will be real
time and will involve all external organization, such as the DSPSE launch and the DSN sites, 
required to support the mission phase being simulated. 

Mission Readiness Demonstration Test (MRDT) is a rehearsal, or series of rehearsals, 
specifically designated by program management as a test of the mission readiness of all 
operations elements. The MRDT will be formally evaluated against mission readiness 
objectives. This test must be passed before operations can be designated as flight ready. 
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[1] The DSPSE Mission Requirements Document, Revision 3.0 dated 01 February 12, 1993. 

[2] The DSPSE Experiment Manifest, Revision 0.0, dated 28 January 1993. 

[3] Series of Operation Briefings presented to operations and engineering personnel August 92 to 
November 92 defming the operations activity baseline for each phase of the mission. 

[4]"The DSPSE Critical Design Review Presentation Charts"- Briefing prepared for SDIO by 
the NRL 16-18 November 1992. 
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A series of operations rehearsals will be conducted, starting as soon as adequate hardware and software 
are available and running until January 1994, to ensure that the DSPSE operations team is fully prepared 
to operate the DSPSE spacecraft immediately after launch. The rehearsals are planned to progress in 
phases, as follows: 

3.1 Phase 1. lndiyidual Activity Operations Plan Rehearsals 
Each group and console will do faster-than-real-time run throughs of each Activity Operations 
Plan (AOP) that involves its group or console. These will be low order rehearsals which will 
also serve to check out the hardware and operations software. Groups external to the DSPSE 
Mission Operations Center (DMOC) will also be expected to carry out phase 1 rehearsals to 
make sure they will be ready to carry out their responsibilities. Completion of phase 1 rehearsals 
will verify that all necessary hardware and operations software is available, that no element of 
the activity has been overlooked, that all personnel are trained for their tasks, and that the console 
or group is fully prepared to carry out its part of each activity. The spacecraft simulation 
capability of the DSPSE Operations Test Bed (DOTB) will be used as necessary. All timelines, 
command sequences and flight software will have been checked out on the OTB prior to use in a 
rehearsal. The phase 1 rehearsals will be under the direction of the group leader or console lead. 
Phase 1 rehearsals will bew as soon as adequate hardware and software are available to su;wort 
meaningful rehearsals, and be successfully completed no later than 17 September 1993. 
Therefore, by 17 September 1993, all groups and consoles should have their rehearsals running 
smoothly with the personnel, hardware and software ready to start interacting with other groups . 
and consoles for more rigorous rehearsals. 

3.2 Phase 2, Team AOP Rehearsals 

Teams of consoles and groups will do faster-than-real-time run throughs of each AOP to verify 
that all interfaces between groups are complete and functioning well. Faster-than-real-time run 
throughs of contingency plans will also be done to the extent that such contingency plans are 
available. External groups will be integrated into the rehe~sals to the extent required by the 
AOP. All communications links, especially to external groups, will be verified as part of the 
phase 2 rehearsals. The OTB will be used as necessary. Simulated transmissions to and from the 
spacecraft will be included where relevant. Phase 2 rehearsals will be planned by the leaders of 
the involved groups and consoles and observed by operations team representatives external to the 
participating groups. Phase 2 rehearsals will be conducted during the period 20 September 
through 8 October 1993. 

3.3 Phase 3. Mission Segment Rehearsals 

The phase 3 rehearsals will be faster-than-real-time run throughs of selected AOPs and available 
contingency plans for which the complete operations team, including external members, is 
involved for relevant and significant portions of each rehearsal. The primary purpose of the 
phase 3 rehearsals is to develop proficiency in individuals and in the team. All communications 
links will be exercised extensively to develop confidence in their robustness. The OTB will be 
used extensively. Simulated transmissions to and from the spacecraft will be included. Entire 
mission segments exercising multiple AOPs will be included to provide rehearsals of several 
hours duration in which shift changes can be rehearsed. Phase 3 rehearsals will be planned and 
observed by selected members of the operations team. Phase 3 rehearsals will be conducted 
during the period 12 through 22 October 1993. 

3.4 Phase 4. Long Duration Real-time Rehearsals 
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The phase 4 rehearsals will be run throughs of selected AOPs and contingency plans conducted 
at a real-time rate and lasting for 24 hours. They will include all internal and external groups and 
communications links. The primary purpose of the phase 4 rehearsals is to verify operations 
conducted for extended periods. The OTB will be used extensively. Simulated transmissions to 
and from the spacecraft will be included. Phase 4 rehearsals will be planned by selected 
members of the operations team and be open to NRL DSPSE Program management and NRL 
observers. There will be at least two phase 4 rehearsals, and more if needed. Phase 4 rehearsals 
will begin at noon on 3 November and 17 November 1993 and last for 24 hours. 

3.5 Phase 5. Operations Readiness Demonstration 

The phase 5 rehearsal will be a demonstration of readiness to operate the DSPSE spacecraft for 
an extended period. It will be a full rehearsal involving all internal and external groups, all 
communications links, the OTB, and simulated transmissions to and from the spacecraft. 
Selected AOPs and contingency plans will be continuously run through at a real-time rate. The 
phase 5 rehearsal will be planned by selected members of the operations team and be open to 
anybody who wants to observe it. The phase 5 rehearsal will begin at noon on 6 December and 
end at noon on 10 December 1993. 

3.6 Phase 6. Rehearsal Drills 

The phase 6 rehearsals will be a small number of rehearsals of the type done in phase 3 and 
conducted in January 1994 to keep the operations team sharp.-

3.7 Phase 7, Post-Launch Rehearsals 

The phase 7. rehearsals will occur after launch and may involve the spacecraft in the rehearsal. 
The actual operations of the spacecraft will force modifications of procedures and operational 

· concepts so that a repeat of the -rehearsals will be useful to better prepare for critical events. 
Each new rehearsal will be verified on the DOTB before any involvement with the spacecraft. 
Critical maneuvers such as lunar insertion and lunar deorbit are candidates for a post-launch 
rehearsals as are lunar mapping. The Geographos fly-by will be extensively rehearsed to 
incorporate the lessons learned as the spacecraft operations become more mature .. 
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This section describes the process that will be followed to develop realistic off-line, real-time, 
and near real-time compatibility tests, simulations, and rehearsals of critical DSPSE operations. 
The highest level of training is the mission rehearsals, i.e., those activities which involve an 
external organization· such as the DSN or AFSCN sites. Simulations and rehearsals will be 
conducted within the DSPSE organization until operations management Team determines the 
internal operational staff is proficient. Only then will the full rehearsal involving the external 
organization be conducted. 

Table 4.0-1 illustrates how the various operational elements are incrementally combined leading 
to the conduct of full scale mission rehearsals. Each element is exercised individually before 
proceeding to the next phase, i.e., stand-alone testing and training occur before the compatibility 
testing and integrated simulations. The figure indicates the stand-alone testing, compatibility 
tests, and integrated simulations and rehearsals that will be required for DSPSE mission 
readiness. This figure does not imply these activities need to be conducted in the exact order nor 
in serial fashion. The stand-alone testing and training and compatibility testing can occur in any 
order and in parallel. 

This process assumes that prior to the integrated rehearsal activities, each element will be 
exercised using stand-alone tests and simulations of required support tasks. After each element 
is judged to be proficient with the stand-alone tests and simulations, element-to-element 
compatibility testing begins. Section 7.0 provides the compatibility testing requirements 
between elements that will ensure all interfaces required to support DSPSE operations rehearsals · 
are compatible and working prior to rehearsal activities. 

SIMULATION ACTIVITY DSPSE MISSION GROUND STATION NETWORK LAUNCH SPACECRAF GSFC JP 
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS 

FltOps DA SMOP TAMP GSNC N MAD POM RTS EAGE ELSE (OTB) 
STAND-ALONE TESTS 
System Tests Element X X X X X X X X 
COMPATIBILITY TESTS 

GSN-Fit OosiComm X X 
Fll Ops-GSII!{Pass Plan X X 

GSN-OTB Comm X X 
At Ops-GSN-OTB X X X 
End-to-end X X X X X X X X X X X X 
INTEGRATED SIMULATIONS 

Network Data Row X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Mission Readiness X X X X X X X X X X X X 

REHEARSALS 
Network lntearation Test X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Launch Readiness X X X X X X X X. X X X X 
Launch Slip X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Off Nominallnsenion X X X X 

::iHM MISaJIQnment X X X X 

SRM Observation X X X X 
Lunar Mapping X X X X X X X 

Lunar Maooino Oos Readiness X X X X X X X X X 
Targ_et of 0.JlQ!lnunitv X X X X X X X X X 

Trans-Geographos X X X X X X X X X X 
t-IYIIY Henearsat X X X X X X X X X X 

.Table 4.0-1 Rehearsal Interfaces; 

The overall process for rehearsal development and execution is shown in Figure 4.0--2. For each 
rehearsal a lead individual is named by the rehearsal manager as the simulation supervisor or 
SIMSUP. The duties of the SIMSUP are to coordinate all aspects of the rehearsal process from 
the to development of a rehearsal plan to the conduct of the rehearsal through to the post
rehearsal debrief. The SIMSUP will analyze the DSPSE Mission Requirements are analyzed to 
determine those simulations needed for compatibility testing and proficiency training. A 
rehearsal plan is then developed for each rehearsal that addresses all aspects of the rehearsal 
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including the objectives of the simulation, a detailed description, a script providing a detailed 
timeline of activities, schedules, personnel, required facilities, and data. The script will contain 
the simulation description, pass plans, timelines, and evaluation criteria. As an example a 
sample rehearsal plan is included in Appendix A of this document. 

Simulation Planning _I 

• 
~ 

DSPSE Mission I .... Sbnulation .... Sbnulation • Deocrtptlon 
Simulation 

l - ~ea:ru".:"nts .. Script • Tirnellno 
Requirements Development • Pa8 Plans 

• TraiDiD.g • Data .. I • Check-out •FIICilltl .. Sbnulation 
• Prollci••CJ • Scltcdule - Evaluatioa 

• Penoaa.el 
• Commu•icadoos •Dobriol 
• EYahullloa Criteria •Crltlq-

• ~-Learaecl 
. aeco. .. ad..tlolu: 

Implementation I ,, 
Simulation -- Simulation 
Preparation .... Management 

,, t 
Readin""" ....... Conduct 

Review - Simulation 

Figure 4.0-2 The Simulation Development and Management Process; 

The SIMSUP will coordinate among the various segment elements involved in DSPSE 
operations to ensure the personnel and facilities are properly prepared· to conduct the simulation. 
Shortly before each rehearsal, the SIMSUP will hold a Individual Rehearsal Readiness Review 
(IRRR) to ensure that all personnel and facilities are ready to conduct the simulation. The 
DMOC personnel will have the responsibility to direct or conduct the simulations. The 
responsibilities of conducting the rehearsal may be delegated to local supervision for conducting 
stand-alone simulations as well as selected integrated simulations. The conduct of simulations 
that also satisfy launch base testing will be conducted by the appropriate test conductor at the 
launch base. The DMOC will direct all joint integrated rehearsals. 

Mter each rehearsal, the DMOC and the SIMSUP will conduct a debriefing with all key 
individuals participating in the rehearsal. The performance of the personnel and systems will be 
critiqued against the evaluation criteria set forth in the rehearsal plan. A performance evaluation 
will be developed that will contain th~ performance scoring along with lessons learned and 
recommendations for improvement The performance evaluations will be a key input to the 
mission control team that will determine operational readiness for DSPSE operations. 

Prior to each rehearsal phase a phase readiness rehearsal will be held that will be chaired by the 
rehearsal manager with all key console leads, AOP leads and interface points of contact. The 
purpose of this meeting is to assess the readiness of operations to proceed to the next rehearsal 
phase. During this meeting the rehearsal manager will provide a summary the status of the 
training to date. The summary will point our problem areas with recommended solutions to 
correct the problems in the next phase. i 

. 



5.0 Roles and Responsibilities 

5.1 The On:anization 
TBS 
5.2 Points of Contact 

DSPSE Program Manger - Paul Regeon 
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Mission Operations Director and Chief Scientist - Don Horan 

Rehearsal Manager - Chuck Hoffman 

DSPSE Ground Systems Manager - Pattie Klien 

DMOC Facilities Manager- Mike Goodson 

DOTB Development -Don McKay 

Deep Space Network - Al Short 

Air Force Satellite Communication Network- Lt. Rahn Butler 

AOP Leads. The following provides the latest list of AOPs together with the individual 
responsible for the document. 

A.af 
1) LEO 
2) Sensor Calibration &.Checkout 
3) SRM Observation 
4) Trajectory Maneuvers 
5) Earth Flyby Observations 
6) Pre-Mapping Lunar Orbit Operations 
7) Lunar Mapping 
8) Autonomous Position Estimation 
9) Geographos Encounter 
10) Special Observations AOP 

Responsible Individual 
L. Wheatcraft 
Bill Collins 
Triet Tran 
Richard Campion/Bernie Kaufman 
Lou Wheatcraft/Bret Yetter 
Trevor Sorensen 
Trevor Sorensen 
Triet Tran/Bob Dasenbrock 
Triet Tran 
Don Horan 

Console Leads. The eight consoles and the person to be responsible for each console follows: 

Console 
1) Trajectory Analysis Console 
2) Mission Science Planning Console 
3) Scheduling Console 
4) Operations Control Console 
5) Spacecraft Engineering C9nsole 
6) Data Manager Console 
7) Mission Sensor Specialist Console 
8) Operations Director Console 

Responsible lndiyidual 
Dean Bakeris 
Bob Prescott 
Todd Alexander 
Gil Tegano 
Jeff Devine 
Ken Fields 
Bob Reisse 
Dean Bakeris 
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The facilities required to support the DSPSE rehearsals are composed of three main elements: 1) 
DSPSE Mission Operations Control Center, 2) DSPSE Operational Test Bed, and 3) the DSPSE 
Ground Systems Network. 

6.1 DSPSE Mjssjon Operations Control Center 
This facility is housed in the BATCA VE Facility in Alexandria Virginia. The building will be 
split into an real-time operations area having the real-time consriles used to command and control 
the spacecraft. There will also be a support area that will contain the equipment and software 
needed to support a three shift operation during lunar mapping. Figure 5.0-1 provides a diagram 
of the real-time console support room in the DMOC. 

TBS 
Figure 6.0-1: Real-time Mission Support Room 

6.2 The DSPSE Operational Test Bed <DOTBl. 

The DSPSE Operational Test Bed (OTB) consists of the same equipment as Pomonkey for 
decommutating the downlink data stream from the spacecraft and for displaying that data on 
CRTs for operator viewing. The OTB also contains the equipment necessary for remote 
command and control of the spacecraft through any of the ground stations. The OTB contains a 
high fidelity spacecraft simulator and sensor simulators. Equipment is also supplied for real-time 
processing and display of experiment data during calibrations, tests, and encounters. 
The following components make up the OTB: 

• Digital Data Handling Subsystem - equipment used to process and display spacecraft 
telemetry and command digital data. 

• Spacecraft Simulator - equipment used to provide a dynamic simulation of the spacecraft 
on orbit. This includes attitude and pointing, command and control, and electrical 
simulation. The simulator will provide a data stream to the Digital Data Handling 
Subsystem exactly like that of the real-time downlink from the spacecraft. 

• Sensor Simulator - equipment used to provide a dynamic simulation of the sensor 
subsystems on orbit. This includes interfaces to the spacecraft attitude and pointing 
subsystem and command and control subsystem. The simulator will provide a data 
stream through the Spacecraft Simulator to the Digital Data Handling Subsystem exactly 
like that of the real-time downlink from the spacecraft. 

• Real-time Display, Command, and Control Subsystem- equipment that interfaces with 
the Digital Data Handling Subsystem to display real-time data to console operators for 
spacecraft command and control, monitoring, and processing and display of real-time 
experiment data. 
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The interface and communications diagram for the GSN configuration is provided in Figure 6.3-
1. Pomonkey will be the primary TT&C ground station, while in the Earth/Moon system, with 
the three DSN sites also supporting when Pomonkey is not in view. The AFSCN RTS sites will 
be available to backup Pomonkey and the DSN sites if they can not support during critical times 
of the mission. Once the spacecraft is approximately 2 million km from Earth, the AFSCN RTS 
sites and Pomonkey will no longer be able to support and the GSN will be in a DSN only 
configuration. Since our rehearsal will cover both scenarios the GSN will be required to support 
the rehearsals in either mode. 

BloaomPolnt 
8.1;kbfwDECnot 
Stafo Voe!O<S via PME Format 

LEGEND 

ID 9.61<bps Modem 
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Figure 6.3-1: GSN Interface and Communications Diagram 



7.0 Compatibility Test Requirements 

7.1 External Interlaces 

7.2 Internal Interfaces 
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8.0 Rehearsal Descriptions and Allocation 
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This section documents in greater detail the specific rehearsals that will be scheduled for DSPSE. 
Section 8.1 is a detailed description of each planned rehearsal along with the rehearsal objectives. 
Section 8.2 allocates these rehearsals into the 7 rehearsal phases as applicable. 

8.1 Rehearsal Descriptions 

Table 8.1-1 is a listing of the formal rehearsals planned for DSPSE that will require a rehearsal 
plan. It should be noted that many of the Phase 1 and Phase 2 rehearsals are more informal and 
will be accomplished under the guidance of the AOP lead. · 

Rehearsal Name Mission Description Applicable Applicable 
Phase AOP Rehearsal Phases 

Launch Launch Readiness for launch support ? 
- Network Integralion Test 
-Mission Readiness Test 

I Initial AcquiSltlon LEO Separallon through start of LEO 
Subsystems Checkout 

Perigee Adiust LEO RCS Burn raising the perigee for LEO LEOAOP 
I ~KM !'reparation LEO Preparation and execution -I:EOAOIY 

&Execution of the SRM burn 
SRMBurn LEO Activities following the execution of a LEOAOP 
Misaligiliil_ent misaligned SRM burn. 
Sensor Checkout Phasing Loop Initial checkout of the sensors Sensor Calibration 

& Checkout AOP 
~KM uoservallon 1'tlasmg LOOp Initial acqwSltlon and execution ofille --sm-

SRM observation Plan Observation 
Earth Observation Phasing Loops Rehearsals of mission segments for Earth Earth 

LunarOps. Observations Observation 
Swing by 

Lunar Insertion Lunar Orbit Maneuvers to insert into pennanent lunar orbit Maneuver 
Operations AOP 

i're-Lunar Lunarurmt Selected mtervals for prelunar mappmg ~appmg 
Mapping Operations AOP 
Lunar Mappmg Lunar Orbit Selected lunar mappmg IDlSSlon segments Lunar 

Operations MappingAOP 
Post Lunar Mapping Lunar Orbit Selected mission segemnts after the lunar mappin 

Operations is completed. May include targets of opportunity. 
Lunar ueonnt Lunar Orbit Lunar lJeorbit Maneuver Maneuver 

Operations AOP 
Geographos Transfer to Initial identification and acquisiton Flyby AOP 
~cquisition Geographos of the asteroid 
Geographos Flyby Flyby Preparation for Flyby and post flyby Flyby AOP 

activities 

Table 8.0-1: Summary ofDSPSE Rehearsals 

The following sections provide greater detail in the description and objectives of each rehearsal 
provided in the summary table. 

8.1.1 Launch Rehearsal 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.2 Initial Acgyisition 

Description: This rehearsal will cover the period starting upon separation from the Titan upper 
stage. The major activities will be to attain 3-axis attitude control per stored commands. (ACS is 
in lifeboat mode, thrusters enabled.) and to determine the initial attitude with the star tracker, 
These activities will be done via stored command and out of sight of a ground station. At 
launch, the HKP and SSDR will be powered up and spacecraft ~elemetry will be stored in the 
HKP memory called the telemetry log. The recording mode will be such that when this memory 
fills up, the overflow will be placed on the SSDR. Both star trackers will obtain both dark field 
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images and star images and store these in the SSDR In addition a set procedure to determine the 
initial vehicle attitude (initial quatemion) will be accomplished using the star trackers. All these 
activities are performed during the first period in Earth shadow after which both star tracker 
doors are shut. 

The first chance of downlink will be =3 hours after launch (RTS3 on orbit 3), however, this 
downlink will be to a ground station that will be receiving only . The initial downlink will have 
to be dumped "in the blind" via an SCL script. This script will be initiated based on either time 
from launch or time from separation (TBD) Both real-time data and the telemetry log will be 
downlinked. Because of the uncertainty of obtaining a good data dump during this time, 
operations will assure all the data will be maintained until a valid dump has been achieved. The 
first uplink/downlink ground station at = 5 hours 36 minutes after launch - however the station 
contact time is only =2.5 minutes therefore there will only be a short downlink of real-time data. 
The next chance for a downlink is =7 hours after launch where there is a good 6 minute pass. 
Once in the DMOC, the sensor analysts and ACS Engineer will analyze the telemetry and star 
tracker image data to assess the end-to-end performance of the ACS. 

Objectives: To demonstrate that the scripts and procedures developed for initial acquisition and 
checkout provide the data necessary for engineering to verify the operations of the critical 
onboard subsystems. The rehearsal will also train the console team, as well as the engineering 
support team, in the initial timeline for acquisition. DOTB data should be of sufficient detail to 
enable the engineering staff, particularly ACS, to "dry-run" their analyses of spacecraft attitude 
performance. 

8.1.3 LEO Perh~ee Adjust Maneuyer 

Description: This rehearsal provides training in accomplishing a perigee adjust maneuver of the · ·· 
DSPSE spacecraft using the 110 lb RCS AV engine during LEO. This maneuver will occur at 
approximately 36 hours after orbit insertion. Adequate time needs to be allowed for accurate 
orbit determination and evaluation of the ACS system following orbit insertion before attempting 
the RCS burn. GSFC/FDF will generate the coarse maneuver plan which is normally delivered 2 
days prior to the maneuver, but for this maneuver can not be generated until accurate ephemeris 
data is available. The coarse maneuver plan will be used to exercise all the planning and 
verification functions up to, but not including, the step of sending the commands to the 
spacecraft. 

This maneuver will only be used if the perigee is lower than 135 nm prior to the SRM bum. The 
RCS system will not be normally activated until after the SRM burn unless this bum is 
specifically required. Part of the maneuver plan generated by GSFC!FDF will contain the actual 
T -0 time, on which all the other events prior to the burn are based. The actual t-0 time will 
require mission planning in real-time to determine the actual ground sites that will be used for 
downlinking spacecraft telemetry data. Similarly the support team will have to modify and 
verifying the integrated maneuver command script before uplink. The DOTB should provide 
data simulating the bum so that TAMP can assess the performance of the bum and compute a 
"quick-look" orbit. The attitude and accelerometer data will be sent to GSFC for their analysis. 

Objective: The main objective of this rehearsal is to provide training in the procedures used for 
the perigee adjust maneuver and the tools and analysis techniques used to assess the post bum 
orbit. The DOTB will simulate a RCS burn and the TAMP shall be able to validate the burn 
being simulated and to determine the new orbit. 

8.1.4 SRM preparation and Execution 

Description. The rehearsal will begin at approximately four hours prior to the SRM Transfer 
Trajectory Insertion (TTl). At this time the spacecraft will go to a spin stabilized attitude control 
mode and the ground will access the spin rate, nutation angle,: and precession angle of the 
spacecraft to place the vehicle in the proper configuration for 'the SRM bum. When satisfied 
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with the spacecraft critical subsystem performance and collision avoidance has been verified, the 
ground will enable the spacecraft to initiate the SRM burn. Mter the TI1 SRM bum is complete, 
the spacecraft will be spun down and will return to 3-axis attitude control, the solar panels will be 
deployed, and the batteries charged. The DOTB should provide simulated 1LM data to support 
the spacecraft subsystem checkout and telemetry analysis that will take place to assess the 
condition of each subsystem. Due to possible contamination problems, the star trackers and 
cameras will remain covered for the duration of the simulation . The DOTB should provide data 
simulating the burn so that TAMP can assess the performance of the burn and compute a "quick
look" orbit The attitude and accelerometer data will be sent to GSFC for their analysis as well. 
The rehearsal with the with the delivery of a new precision ephemeris from GSFC. 

Objective: The main objective of this rehearsal is to provide training in the procedures used for 
the Transfer Trajectory Injection maneuver using the SRM. Training in the proper use of the 
tools and analysis techniques used to assess the post burn orbit. is another objective. The DOTB 
will simulate the SRM burn and the TAMP shall be able to validate the burn being simulated and 
to determine the new orbit. 

8.1.5 SRM Burn Misalignment 
TBS 

8.1.6 Sensor Checkout 
TBS 

8.1.7 SRM Observation 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.8 Earth Observations 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.9 Lunar Insertion 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.10 Pre-Lunar Maopin2 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.11 Lunar Mappin2 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.12 Post-Lunar Maupin2 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.13 Lunar Deorbit 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.14 Geographos Acquisition 
TBS - awaiting information 

8.1.15 Geographos Flyby 
TBS - awaiting information 

I 
J 

' 



8.2 Rehearsal Description by Phase 
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This section will provide a breakdown of the rehearsals by rehearsal phase. 

8.2.1 Phase 1. Individual Actiyity Operations Plan rehearsals 

The objective of the phase 1 rehearsals is to ensure that all the timelines and commands in the 
various AOPs have been thoroughly checked out before continuing on to phase 2. The AOP 
leads will be responsible to schedule sufficient rehearsals to make sure that this state of readiness 
will be achieved before moving on to Phase 2. No formal plans or scripts are required for phase 1 
rehearsals. 

8.2 2 Phase 2. Team AOP Rehearsals 

The phase 2 rehearsals are a continuation of phase 1 with the console teams involved. Rough 
drafts of the scripts will have been developed and phase 2 should check-out the draft scripts as 
well. 

8.2.3 Phase 3. Mission Se~ent Rehearsals 

These are the frrst of the formal rehearsals. The goal is to have at least one formal rehearsal for 
each of the rehearsal listed in Table 8.0-1 . Accordingly each rehearsal will have a plan and a 
script reviewed at the Phase 3 Individual Rehearsal Readiness Reviews. 

8.2.4 Phase 4. Long Duration Real-time Rehearsals 

8.2.5 Phase 5. Operations Readiness Demonstration 

8.2.6 Phase 6. Rehearsal Drills 

8.2.7 Phase 7. Post-Launch Rehearsals 



9.0 Rehearsal Plan and Script Requirements 
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The rehearsal manager will assign a person responsible for the development of a plan for each of 
the rehearsals identified in section 8.0. The rehearsal plan should be available for review at least 
one week prior to the rehearsal and will be reviewed at the rehearsal readiness review prior to the 
rehearsal. 

The plan will contain the following sections 

1.0 Rehearsal Description. This is a brief expository description of the rehearsal of the type 
found in section 8.0. 
2.0 Rehearsal Objectives. This section will describe the goals and objectives of the rehearsal. 
These should be specific and quantifiable to enable the development of meaningful evaluation 
criteria. 
3.0 Facilities. This section describes the hardware, software, and communications nets required 
to support the simulation. 
4.0 Roles and Responsibilities. This section lays out the roles and responsibilities of all key 
individuals in the rehearsal. Individuals engaged in functions critical to the rehearsal will have 
alternates named. 
5.0 Evaluation Criteria. These should be measurable criteria for the "success" of the rehearsal. 
Each evaluation element should support the rehearsal objectives. 
6.0 Detailed script. The script is a detailed timeline of activities, with supplemental text, that 
will govern the conduct of the simulations. 

Appendix A provides an example of a rehearsal plan. 



10.0 Rehearsal Schedule 

10.1 Prelaunch Rebearsals 

17 5 249/116 6 250/115 

6/109 13 

26 270/95 

September 1993 

13 

PHASE 2:Team AOP Rehearsals 

PHASE 2:Team AOP Rehearsals 

Created with CalendarMaker"' by CE Software, 51 5·224· 1 995 
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18 4 

9 253/112 

Phase 1 
Rehearsals 

not later than 
17 September 

10 254/111 11 

/104 18 



October 1 993 

Phase 2: Team AOP Rehe•rsals 

276/89 3 277/88 

Phase 3: Mission Segment Rehearsals 

Phase 3: Mission Segment Rehearsals 

/74 18 292173 

Phase 3 Debrief 

Created with CalendarMalcer"' by CE Software, 515-224-1995 
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7 281/84 

2 

9 

16 

23 



311/54 

318/47 

332/33 

7 312/53 8 13/52 

14 9/46 15 

21 326/39 22 

28 333/32 29 

November 1993 

PhEe4(A): 
Long Dlntlon 

Rehersal 

3 308157 

4(8) IRRR 

9 14/51 10 315/50 

Phase 4(8): 
Long Dun~tion 

Rehersal 

17 322/43 
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11 17/48 

19 324/41 

Created with CalendarMaker"' by CE Software, 515-224-1995 

6 

13 

20 



' 

339/26 

346/19 12 

December 1 993 

Phase 5: Mission Readiness Rehearsal 

Mission 
Readiness 

Rehearsal Status 
Review 

Created with CalendarMaker"' by CE Software, 51 5-224-1 995 

10.2 Post Launch Rehearsals 
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